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1. INTRODUCTION 
The class D of distributive lattices is known to have the Amalgamation 
Property: IfA and B are distributive lattices, and S is acommon sublattice 
of A and B, then there exists a distributive lattice L containing A and B as 
sublattices sharing S as a sublattice. However, in general, we cannot 
guarantee that L can be chosen so that A n B = S holds in L; in other 
words, the Strong Amalgamation Property fails inD. 
As a trivial example (see Fig. l), let A = {so, a, si, sZ} be the four- 
element Boolean lattice with s0 as the zero and s2 as the unit; similarly, 
B= {so, b,sI,sZ}. Then S=AnB= {sO,sl,sZ} is the three-element chain. 
Now, if L is a distributive lattice containing A and B as sublattices, A and 
B sharing S as a sublattice, hen inL both aand b are relative complements 
of s1 in the interval [s,, s,]; hence, bythe distributivity of L, a = b in L. 
Thus A n B contains a( =b), and thus A n B = S fails inL. 
Our main result s ates that his trivial example is typical. LetA and B 
be lattices, and let S be a common sublattice of A and B. A partial M,
contained in A and B over S (in short, in A, B, S) consists of live elements 
so, s,, s2, a, b such that {so, si, s2} is a three-element chain in S and 
{so, a, sir s2} (resp., {so, b,s,, sz}) is a sublattice of A (resp., of B) 
isomorphic to the four-element Boolean lattice with s0 as zero and s2 as 
unit (see Fig. 2). 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be distributive lattices, and let S be a common 
sublattice of A and B. Then A and B can be strongly amalgamated over S
in D iff they contain nopartial M,. 
This result has an interesting application o the Unique Amalgamation 
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FIGURE 1
Property introduced in [4]. If there is a lattice L amalgamating A and B 
over Swith the property that every lattice L’ amalgamating A and B over 
S contains L as a sublattice, then we say that A, B, and S have the Unique 
Amalgamation Property. The actual definition is lightly more technical; see 
Section 3.
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be distributive lattices, and let S be a common 
sublattice of A and B. If A and B over S contain a partial M,, then they do 
not have the Unique Amalgamation Property. 
Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain our main result, a solution t  
a problem raised in[4]: 
THEOREM 3. Let A and B be distributive lattices, and let S be a common 
sublattice of A and B. If A, B, and S have the Unique Amalgamation 
Property, then the unique amalgam of A and B over S is distributive. 
If L is the pasting ofA and B over S in the sense of [2] or [3], then 
L is aunique amalgam. Thus Theorem 3contains as aspecial c se aresult 
of [3]: D is closed under pasting. 
Note that his paper does not attempt tocharacterize when the Unique 
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FIGURE 2
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Amalgamation Property holds. This problem remains open even for dis- 
tributive lattices. In the finite case, the Unique Amalgamation Property 
and pasting are the same; this was proved in [4]. In [3], we also proved 
that M is closed under pasting. We do not know whether M is closed 
under the formation of unique amalgams. 
For notation and for the basic concepts oflattice th ory, the reader is
referred to [S]. 
2. STRONG AMALGAMATION 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. 
We start with some definitions. D,,, isthe class of distributive lattices 
with zero and unit, where 0and 1 are treated as nullary operations, 0 # 1. 
It is sufficient to prove Theorem 1in D,,,; in other words, wecan assume 
that A, B, and S have zero and unit, infact, he same zero, 0 and unit, 1. 
Indeed, we can adjoin 0 and 1 to all three, obtaining A’, B’, and S’. 
Obviously, A and B can be strongly amalgamated over Sin D iff A’ and 
B’ can be strongly amalgamated over S’ in I),,  .Also, A and B over S
contain nopartial M, iff A’ and B’ over S’ contain nopartial M,. 
The proof of Theorem 1is based on the next wo lemmas: 
LEMMA 4. Let A, B, SE D,, , A n B = S. If S is Boolean, then A and B 
can be strongly amalgamated over Sin D,, . 
Proof: Let F be the S-amalgamated free product ofA and B over S. By 
definition, there are natural { 0, 1 }-homomorphisms Y’, of A into F and 
Y, of B into F, let A* and B* denote the images of A and B under ‘Y, and 
YB, respectively. Since Y(A and Ylg agree on S, there is a unique image of 
S in F, this will be denoted byS*. The live claims below prove the lemma. 
Claim 1. A is isomorphic to A*. 
Proof: This claim is equivalent to he following statement: forevery 
a,, a2 E A, a, # a,, there exist (0, 1}-homomorphisms 4A of A into C2 (the 
two-element Boolean lattice) and dB of B into C, satisfying 4A(al) # iA 
and 4A(~) = tiB(s) for all SE S. This statement is obvious since any 
(0, 1}-homomorphism of S into C, can be extended to a (0, l}- 
homomorphism ofB into C,. Similarly. 
Claim 2. B is isomorphic to B*. 
Claim 3. Let P be a prime ideal of S, b E B - S. Let D, = [b)B nSE 
S-P. Then there xists a prime ideal P’ of B satisfying b 4 P’and 
P=P’nS. 
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Proof: Set Q= S - P. It is sufficient to prove that [Q u { b})B and (Pls 
are disjoint; indeed, then any prime ideal P’ separating them will satisfy 
b +! P’ and P = P’ n S. Assume to the contrary that [Q u {b}), and (PIB 
are not disjoint. Thenthere is a q E Q and p E P such that qA b < p. The 
complement q’ of q in S belongs toP, and so 
b = b A (q v q’) = (b A q) v (b A q’) d p v q’ E P, 
contracting hatD, and P are disjoint. 
Claim 4. Let a E A - S and b E B - S. Let us assume that here is no 
s E S satisfying b < s <a. Then there are { 0, 1 }-homomorphisms dA of A 
into C, and q5B of B into C, satisfying dA(a) = 0 and dB(b) = 1 such that 
dA(,r) = #B(s) for all sE S. 
Proof: (a] Aand CD,), are disjoint; hence there is a prime ideal M of 
A separating them. Set P= M n S. Then D, c S - P. By Claim 3, there is 
a prime ideal P’of B satisfying b $ P’and P = P’ n S. Define dA(x) = 0 for 
x E M and 4A(~) = 1 for x$ M; bB(x) = 0 for xE P’ and #B(x) = 1 for x4 P’. 
Claim 5. A* n B* = S*. 
Proof. We have to show that for all aE A - S and b E B - S, there exist 
(0, 1}-homomorphisms q5.,, of A into C, and q5B of B into C, satisfying 
$A(u) # 4,(b) and bA(.r) = dB(s) for all sE S. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that here is no s E S satisfying a 2s 3b. Then, by Claim 4, 
there are #A and ds of B into C2 satisfying 4A(a) = 0 and dB(b) = 1. This 
proves the claim, and hence the lemma. 
The reader may want to verify these claims u ing duality. 
Let A, B, and S be given in D,,, , A n B = S. Now if A’, B’, and S’ are 
in Do, It A’ n B’ = S’, and A is asublattice of A’,B is asublattice of B’,and 
S is a sublattice of S’, then we call A’, B’, S’ an extension ofA, B, S. 
LEMMA 5. Let A, B, SE D,, , A n B = S, contain nopartial M,. For any 
s E S, there is an extension A’, B’, S’ containing no partial M, and such that 
in s’ the element s has a complement s’. 
ProoJ We define A’= (s]~ x[s),, B’= (slex [s),, S’= (slsx [s)s. 
For a E A, we identify a with (a A s, av s), and similarly forB and S. 
Thus A’, B’, S’ is an extension. It is obvious that A’, B’, S’ contain no
partial M,,proving the lemma. 
Obviously, theproperty ofbeing an extension s transitive. Moreover, 
one can trivially define the direct limit ofextensions, which is an extension 
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again. Thus repeated application of Lemma 5 yields anextension where S
is Boolean. By Lemma 4, we can then strongly amalgamate, andso 
Theorem 1is proved. 
3. THE UNIQUE AMALGAMATION PROPERTY 
In this ection, we prove Theorem 2. For a precise introduction of the 
Unique Amalgamation Property, we first need adefinition (J sson [6]): 
DEFINITION 6. Let A, B, and S be lattices, A n B = S. On P = A u B, we 
define a poset P = P(A, B, S) as follows: 
(i) Forx,yEA(andforx,yEB),xdyinP(A,B,S)iffx<yinA 
(resp., x < y in B). 
(ii) For XE A and for YE B, x < y in P(A, B, S) iff there exists an
sES with x<s in A and sdy in B; and dually, for y6x. 
Now we define the Unique Amalgamation Property: 
DEFINITION 7. Let sA and sg be embeddings of the lattice S into the lat- 
tices A and B, respectively. (A, B, S, s,+, , sg) has the Unique Amalgamation 
Property ifthere exist a lattice L and embeddingsf, andfs of A and B into 
the lattice L, respectively, such that he following conditions hold: 
(i) L amalgamates A and B over S, that is, sAfA =ssfs; 
(ii) whenever g,and g, are mbeddings of A and B into the lattice 
K satisfying s,g, =s,g, and such that g= g, u g, is an order 
isomorphism of P into K, then there is an embedding h of L into K satisfy- 
ing , = fAh and g,= fsh (see Fig. 3.) 
SA 
S-A 
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FIGURE 3 
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For brevity, we shall say that A, B, S have the Unique Amalgamation 
Property if(A, B, S, sA, sr() has the Unique Amalgamation Property and 
sA and ss are understood; forinstance, if S is a sublattice of A and B. If 
A, B, S have the Unique Amalgamation Property, andL is the lattice 
described in Definition 7, then we call L the unique amalgam of A, B, S. 
(In [4], we show an example to illustrate why is it not satisfactory to 
replace condition (ii) with the more natural condition 
(ii’) whenever g,and g, are mbeddings of A and B into the lattice 
K satisfying s,g,=s,g,, then there is an embedding h of L into K satisfy- 
ing , = fA h and g, = f,h.) 
Now to prove Theorem 2, let A and B be distributive lattices, and let S
be a common sublattice of A and B; let A and B over Scontain a partial 
M,: sO, s,, s2, a, b. Note that because of the distributivity of A and 
B,aEA-Sand bEB-S. 
In the next wo lemmas, weshall find two strong amalgams of A and B 
over S such that P= P(A, B, S) is naturally embedded into each one; 
in the first, (a v6) A s, =sO, while in the second, (av b) A s, > sO. This 
obviously contradicts the Unique Amalgamation Property, andtherefore 
proves Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 8. A and B over S have a strong amalgamation L such that 
P= P(A, B, S) is naturally embedded into L, and (a v b) A s, =sO. 
To construct L, we need some definitions: 
DEFINITION 9. Let A, B, and S be lattices, A n B= S. On the set 
P = A u B, the partial algebra P rt(A, B S) with the partial binary opera- 
tions A and v is defined asfollows: 
(i) Ifx6yinP(A,B,S),thenx~y=x,y~x=x,xvy=y,and 
y v x = y in Part(A, B S). 
(ii) If x, y, ZE A and x A y=z in A, then x A y=z in Part(A, B S); 
and similarly for xv y = z in A. 
(iii) Same as (ii), for x, y, z E B. 
DEFINITION 10. Let A, B, and S be lattices, A n B = S, and P = A u B. 
An ideal Z of the partial algebra P rt(A, B S) is a subset ofP with the 
following twoconditions: 
(i) If xE Z, yE P, and y < x, then yE I. 
(ii) If x, y E Z and x v y = z in Part(A, B S), then zE I. 
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For a subset X of P, (X] will denote the smallest ideal containing X; if 
X= {x}, we write (x] for (Xl. Dual ideals can be defined dually. 
Now we define L as the lattice of all ideals ofPart(A, B, S), where xE A 
or B is identified w th(x] (an ideal of Part(A, B, S)). L obviously atisfies 
all the requirements of Lemma 8; only (a v 6) A si = s0 requires v ritica- 
tion. The key to this step is the following statement: 
Claim. (a] u(b] is an ideal of Part(A, B, S). 
Indeed, ifthis claim is true, then 
that is, (a v b) A sI =so, completing theproof of the lemma. 
Proof of Claim. Let I= (a] u (b]. Then 1 obviously satisfies condi- 
tion 10 (i). Toverify 10(ii), let x, y E I, and let xv y = z in Part(A, B, S). 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that he join exists because of
condition 9 (ii), that is, x, y, z E A and x v y = z in A. Now if xand y d a, 
then z6 a, and so ZE I. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
y < b. By Definition 6 (ii), there xist an s E S satisfying y < s< b. 
Obviously, s<s, and si A SGS, A b=so, *since A is distributive, the largest 
element t in A satisfying t <s,and s, A t d so is a, thus s 6 u. So 
z = x v y <x v s d a, proving that zE I. The claim is proved. 
LEMMA 11. A and B over S have a strong amalgamation L such that 
P = P(A, B, S) is naturally embedded into L and (a v b) A s1 > so. 
For this lemma, we now construct L as the free lattice generated by 
Part(A, B, S). We need a definition and a lemma from [ 1 ] and [7] to 
proceed: 
DEFINITION 12. Let p be a polynomial over A u B. We define the lower 
couer pcof p as an ideal of Part(A, B, S) by induction on the rank of p: 
(i) IfpEAuB, thenp,=(p]. 
(ii) If p=povpI, then P~=(P~)~~(P~)~; if P=P~AP~, then 
PC= (Po)c * (PI )c. 
Dually, wedefine the upper cover pc of p, a dual ideal of Part(A, B, S). 
Note that he meet of ideals and the join of dual ideals i intersection. 
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LEMMA 13. For the polynomials p and q over A u B, the relation p d q 
holds in the free lattice over Part(A, B, S) iff it follows from one of the 
following six conditions: 
(0) p,qEAuB, andp<q in Part(A,B,S). 
(C) pc‘ and qc have an element in common. 
WV) 4=qo v ql, P6qo orpd9,. 
WA) q=q0*ql~p6q0andp~ql. 
(“W) p=povpI~poQqandpl~q. 
(,W P=Po*pl~Po~40rPI~4. 
We shall prove that (a v b) A s, > so in L. The proof is based on the 
following 
Claim. In Part(A, B, S)! 
(Cal v Lb)) * Csl) = 1 I x x>s, A s for some SE [a) v [b), sESJ 
Proof. Let D denote the set on the right side of this equation. 
If x E D, then x > si A s for some s E [a) v [b), SE S; since 
s, A SE ([a) v [b)) A [s,), therefore XE ([a) v [b)) A [s,), proving that 
DC (Cal v Lb)) * Csl). 
It is obvious that D is a dual ideal since 
(s, *S/SE [a) v [b), sES) 
is closed under A . 
si E D, since si =s, A s2 and S*E [a) v [b), SUES. 
Finally, [a) v [b) ED. Indeed, let XE [a) v [b). Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that XE A. By (ii) of Definition 6, there is an 
SES satisfying b<s<x. Obviously, s,<s and s, v s>s, v b=s,; since A 
is distributive, the smallest lement t in A satisfying so d t and s, v t 2 s2 is 
a, thus ads, and SE [a) v [b). We conclude that s, A s d s d x, and so 
XED. 
Thus, ([a) v [b)) A [s,) G D, proving the claim. 
Now back to the proof of (a v b) A si >so in L. Obviously, 
(a v 6) A si aso. If (a v b) A s, >so fails, then (a v 6) A s, <so. Of the 
conditions f Lemma 13, only (C) or ( h W) may apply to (a v 6) A 
s1 <so. If ( ,, W) applies, we get a v bds, or si ds,, and both are 
impossible. So wehave to apply (C): ([a) v [b)) A [s,) and (so] have an 
element incommon. Obviously, if there is such an element, so is such. 
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We conclude that QE ([a) v [b)) A [sl) and therefore, by the Claim, 
sg=s A S,, where SE S can be chosen so as to satisfy a < s ds, and 
bdsds,. By the distributivity of A, wehave s = a, contradicting b ds. 
This contradiction proves Lemma 11. 
4. UNIQUE AMALGAMS IN D 
In this section we prove Theorem 3. 
Let A and B be distributive lattices, and let S be a common sublattice 
of A and B. Let us assume that hey have the Unique Amalgamation 
Property. By Theorem 2, they contain no partial M,. Hence, by 
Theorem 1, A and B can be strongly amalgamated over Sin D. Therefore, 
the free product L of A and B over Sin D is also astrong amalgam. 
Let P = A u B. We claim that P as a subposet ofL is isomorphic to 
P(A, B, S). The obvious map is one-to-one a donto. We only have to 
show that if aEA-S, beB-S, and b<a in L, then bda in P(A, B,S). 
Indeed, ifb,< afails inP(A, B, S), then there is no s satisfying b < s < a. 
Hence, by Claim 4 in the proof of Lemma 4, there are (0, l}- 
homomorphisms dA of A into C2 and tiB of B into C, satisfying dA(u) = 0, 
dB(b) = 1, and #A(~) = dB(s) for all SE S. The (0, 1}-homomorphisms bA 
and #B together define a (0, 1}-homomorphisms 4 ofL into C, satisfying 
4(b) = 1 and d(a) =0. Hence, b da cannot hold in L, because c+(b) d q5(a) 
fails inC,, proving that P as a subposet of L is isomorphic to P(A, B, S). 
Thus L is the unique amalgam of A, B, S, and L is distributive, com- 
pleting the proof of Theorem 3. 
A final comment: Let A and B be distributive lattices, and let S be a 
common sublattice of A and B. The condition that hey do not contain a 
partial M, does not imply that hey have the Unique Amalgamation 
Property. A trivial example is A={so,a,s,}, so<a<s,, B=(so,b,sl}, 
s,<b<s,, S= {so,sl}, so<s,. Then A and B over S do not contain a 
partial M,, but the Unique Amalgamation Property fails. 
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